Background: Without knowledge of their genomic sequences, it is impossible to make functional models of the bacteria that make up human and animal microbiota. Unfortunately, the vast majority of publicly available genomes are only working drafts, an incompleteness that causes numerous problems and constitutes a major obstacle to genotypic and phenotypic interpretation. In this work, we began with an example from the class Bacteroidia in the phylum Bacteroidetes, which is preponderant among human orodigestive microbiota. We successfully identify the genetic loci responsible for assembly breaks and misassemblies and demonstrate the importance and usefulness of long-read sequencing and curated reannotation. Results: We showed that the fragmentation in Bacteroidia draft genomes assembled from massively parallel sequencing linearly correlates with genomic repeats of the same or greater size than the reads. We also demonstrated that some of these repeats, especially the long ones, correspond to misassembled loci in three reference Porphyromonas gingivalis genomes marked as circularized (thus complete or finished). We prove that even at modest coverage (30X), long-read resequencing together with PCR contiguity verification (rrn operons and an integrative and conjugative element or ICE) can be used to identify and correct the wrongly combined or assembled regions. Finally, although time-consuming and labor-intensive, consistent manual biocuration of three P. gingivalis strains allowed us to compare and correct the existing genomic annotations, resulting in a more accurate interpretation of the genomic differences among these strains. Conclusions: In this study, we demonstrate the usefulness and importance of long-read sequencing in verifying published genomes (even when complete) and generating assemblies for new bacterial strains/species with high genomic plasticity. We also show that when combined with biological validation processes and diligent biocurated annotation, this strategy helps reduce the propagation of errors in shared databases, thus limiting false conclusions based on incomplete or misleading information.
Background
Pioneer studies such as the MetaHIT consortium [1] and the Human Microbiome Project [2] have used highthroughput sequencing techniques to produce a detailed catalog of human-associated bacterial taxa. The vast majority of prokaryotes identified in and on human beings belong to only four phyla: Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and Proteobacteria [3] . To date, the bestdescribed human microbial community is the gut microbiota [4] , which is mostly (~90%) composed of members of the phyla Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes [5, 6] . Among these, the dominant classes are the strict anaerobes Bacteroidia and Clostridia, respectively [7, 8] . Although their relative proportions may vary [9, 10] , Bacteroidetes make up approximately 50% of the gut microbiome [11] .
The phylum Bacteroidetes (or "Bacteroidaeota" as recently proposed [12] ), is highly diverse, and its phylogenetics has been well explored [13] [14] [15] . The Bacteroidia are Gram-negative chemoorganotrophic rod-shaped organisms. Either non-motile or moving by gliding, they have colonized several ecological niches, including soil, oceans, fresh water and the abovementioned gastrointestinal tract [8] . Their genomes can undergo massive reorganization, with extensive and frequent horizontal gene transfers (HGTs), and the sizes of their genomes correlate with their functional specialization [14] . The class Bacteroidia includes some commensal genera that can present as opportunistic pathogens, such as the intestinal Bacteroides and the oral Prevotella, Porphyromonas, and Tannerella [8, 14, 15] .
Approximately 10 years ago, the technological breakthrough known as next-generation sequencing (NGS, now also called SGS for second-generation methods or massively parallel sequencing) exponentially lowered sequencing costs, making these techniques widely accessible [16] . In recent years, massively parallel sequencing has almost entirely been conducted using Illumina's MiSeq and HiSeq platforms [17, 18] . Prior to these developments, most whole-genome sequencing (WGS) projects were conducted on organisms that were selected due to their relevance to medicine or biotechnology [19] , resulting in a strongly biased portrait of microbial diversity [20] . Researchers such as those involved in the Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) are currently attempting to compensate for this by sequencing at least one species from each known genus [19] .
WGS generates primary information and a catalog of reference genomes. The associated biological information is typically stored in online databases and used for downstream purposes such as comparative genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics [16, [21] [22] [23] . For genome assembly using massively parallel methods, computation time and memory efficiency have led to the use of algorithms based on de Bruijn graphs [24] . In this method, a genome is constructed using graphs, but if the assembly software encounters a genomic repeat that is equal to or longer than the read length, it either continues the assembly by guessing (which can create false joins) or breaks it, leaving repeat-induced gaps [25] [26] [27] . These assembly breaks are common because genomic repeats in bacteria account for 5 to 10% of the total genome. Their frequency is variable but not adaptively neutral since repeated DNA sequences are involved in protein-DNA interactions, bacterial immunity, specialization, speciation and transcriptional regulation [28, 29] .
The expected outcome of WGS is the complete DNA sequence of a genome. An initial draft sequence is usually obtained in a matter of days and then completed through genome finishing, a cost-intensive process that may require months or even years [30] . For some bacteria, assembly finishing may be the most important step in genome sequencing, and there are at least three strategies for gap closure and assembly validation. The first of these strategies is reference-assisted gap closure, which consists of arranging contigs into a putative chromosome using information from a closely related complete genome [31, 32] . This assumes that the published reference sequences are accurate [33] , biologically validated and closely phylogenetically related [34] . The second strategy involves long read (re)sequencing using either mate-pair libraries [35] or long-read techniques such as PacBio [36] and Nanopore [37] . The third strategy is based on genome maps [38, 39] . These methodologies incur additional cost and require significant time investments. In fact, in a WGS project, assembly finishing comprises over 95% of the total cost and timeframe. Therefore, researchers often decide that finishing is not cost-effective, preferring to publish the draft genomes, which abound in the databases [40] . The accumulation of numerous draft genomes creates massive databases; unfortunately, the quality of the genomes is decreased since it is based on incomplete and/or incorrect genomic data [41, 42] . Indeed, draft genome assemblies are not sufficient for studying large-scale genome architecture [43] , can result in incomplete or incorrectly annotated genes (e.g., partitioned annotation of ORFs), and may hinder evolutionary studies [44, 45] by leaving significant portions of the genome unclear or inaccurate [17] . Furthermore, some studies have demonstrated the limitations and difficulties associated with using drafts for studies involving HGT analysis, phylogenomics, the evolution of genome synteny, genome structural analysis, and pangenomic approaches [34, 42, 46, 47] .
In this study, we focused on Bacteroidetes genomes because of the importance of this phylum in microbiota communities but also because this clade contains genomes that are mostly available as drafts. We attempted to identify the reasons for this incompleteness. We first explored the number of published genomes in Bacteria and determined the percentage of genomes released as drafts. We then studied species in which at least two strains have been sequenced, since this is required for comparative analysis of their repeats. We followed this with in silico sequencing to elucidate the links between assembly and repetitions. Finally, we narrowed in on the genomic diversity of an interesting model in this clade, Porphyromonas gingivalis. Using three principal reference strains, we combined long-read resequencing and de novo assembly with manually biocurated annotations. In this way, we produced correct and consistent genome sequences that are valuable resources for future comparative genomic studies.
Methods

Analysis of the NCBI genome database
On 3 April 2017, we accessed all data through 2016 in the NCBI genome database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ genome/browse). For analysis purposes, we considered the "FCB Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi," "Terrabacteria Firmicutes," "Terrabacteria Actinobacteria," and "All Proteobacteria" subgroups to represent the phyla Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, and Proteobacteria, respectively. The levels "Complete" and "Chromosome" were considered finished or complete genomes, and "Scaffolds" and "Contigs" were considered draft or incomplete genomes. Analysis was performed using R (v3.3.2) [48] and in-house parsing scripts in Python (v2.7.10). We excluded all entries marked "Candidatus" and entries that did not include full species identification specifying both the genus and the species.
Analysis of Bacteroidetes genomes
Bacteroidetes genomes were categorized by class and sequencing status. The sequences of all copies of genes encoding 16S rRNA were extracted from the complete genomes. Alignment was performed using the MAFFT (v7.222) plug-in [49] in Geneious (v10.2.3) [50] set to the following parameters: automatic detection for the algorithm; a scoring matrix of 200 PAM/k = 2; a gap opening penalty of 1.53; and an offset value of 0.123. A consensus sequence was then created for each species using the default Geneious settings. Finally, a phylogenetic tree was constructed using the PhyML plug-in [51] . The tree was based on an HKY85 substitution model [52] and features 100-bootstrap branch support; optimized topology, branch lengths, rates, and nearestneighbor interchange (NNI); and a subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) topology search. The tree was simplified to the class level according to the NCBI taxonomy. The isolation sources of all complete genomes were identified via the NCBI BioProject and BioSample databases. The sources were classified into three categories: environmental (soil, fresh or marine water, sludge, mud, plants and algae samples), animal (insects, mollusks, fish, birds, cattle, and domestic animals), and human (isolated from various body sites of healthy or sick individuals).
Complete Bacteroidia genomes and genomic repeats
Genomes of species of the class Bacteroidia were classified by sequencing status ("Complete" or "Draft") and by year of publication. The number of contigs in draft genomes was analyzed by genus. We retrieved the complete genomes (those having no assembly gaps) of all species identified as having only one chromosome in the NCBI database. If plasmids existed, only the chromosome was analyzed. Species with two or more chromosomes were excluded (Additional file 1: Table  S1 ). For further analysis, the complete genomes of species for which genomic sequences of two or more strains were available were studied; these included the four Bacteroides species B. dorei, B. fragilis, B. ovatus, and B. thetaiotaomicron, Porphyromonas gingivalis, and Tannerella forsythia. We studied the number of contigs present in draft assemblies for those species (Table 1) . The genome-based similarity measure OrthoANI was used to assess intra-and inter-species relatedness [53] .
For complete genomes, we used Repeatoire to identify genomic repetitions that were at least 95% similar to each other and longer than 500 base pairs (bp) [54] , visualizing them with Circos (v0.69) [55] . In each genome, the repeat's initial location was fixed as the starting point for all of the links to the other positions of that repeat, and we color-coded the copy numbers of each repetition.
Simulated read assembly
For each genome, artificial reads were produced using ART software (v2.5.8) [56] set for paired-end reads of 250 nucleotides (nt) each, 500 nt insert size, and a coverage of 40; the built-in MiSeq simulation profile (v1) was used. For the P. gingivalis genomes, eleven de novo assemblers were tested using the default parameters: A5miseq (v20160825) [57] ; CodonCode Aligner (CCA v7.0.1); CLC Genomics Workbench (CLC-GW v8.5.1); fermi (v1.1) [58] [64] . For CCA and Geneious, reads were preassembled with PEAR (v0.9.10) [65] . Where required, KmerGenie (v1.7016) was used to determine the k-mer length parameter [66] .
After the initial test step, we selected three software packages for assembly of all 24 genomes. The first was A5-miseq, in which we used the default parameters. For Geneious, reads were preassembled with PEAR and then assembled using the default Medium Sensitivity/Fast setting and generating consensus with a 50% strict threshold for calling bases. Finally, SPAdes was used with the default parameters but with the "careful" option and kmer lengths of 21 to 127.
For each genome and assembly tool, we rejected contigs of less than 1 Kbp because they are not informative. We assessed the assemblies with QUAST (v4.5) [67] . The fidelity of each assembly was evaluated by mapping each set of contigs to the reference genome using Geneious mapper (Medium Sensitivity/ Fast option); the unmapped contigs were rejected, and QUAST was then used again. The correlation between the number of repeats (copy number > 3) and each assembly was tested using the "ggplot2" and "nortest" packages in R. We identified the P. gingivalis reference genome segments that correspond to assembly gaps and classified these into five categories: genomic islands, rrn operons, coding sequences (CDS) with repeated domains, intergenic sequences, and insertion sequences or miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (IS/MITE).
Bacterial strain cultures and DNA extraction
We purchased the ATCC 33277 and W83 (also known as BAA-308) P. gingivalis strains from the American Type Culture Collection-LGC Standards (Manassas, VA, USA) in September 2006; a low (< 20) passage number was used. P. gingivalis TDC60 (also known as JCM 19600) was purchased from the Japan Collection of Microorganisms (Riken BioResource Center, Koyadai, Japan) in November 2015, and a low (< 10) passage number was used. All strains were cultured on Columbia European Pharmacopoeia agar plates (Conda, Madrid, Spain) supplemented with 5% (v/v) defibrinated horse blood (Eurobio, Courtaboeuf, France), 5 g/L yeast extract (Conda), 25 mg/L hemin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France), and 10 mg/L menadione (Sigma-Aldrich). The cultures were incubated in an anaerobic chamber in a Whitley DG500 Workstation (Don Whitley Scientific, Shipley, UK) for 5 days at 37°C in an atmosphere composed of 80% N 2 , 10% H 2 , and 10% CO 2 .
For DNA extraction, each strain was cultured for 48 h at 37°C under the same atmospheric conditions described above. This was done in 50 mL BHI broth (Bio-Mérieux, Marcy l'Etoile, France) enriched with 5 g/L yeast extract (Conda), 25 mg/L hemin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 10 mg menadione (Sigma-Aldrich). After harvesting, the cells were washed twice in Dulbecco's PBS (Dominique Dutscher, Brumath, France). A QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Courtaboeuf, France) was used for cell lysis and protein denaturation. The following steps were performed using standard methods: DNA precipitation with 5 mol/L NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.7 volumes of cold isopropanol (VWR Chemicals, Fontenay-sous-Bois, France), two washes in 70°ethanol (WWR), and resuspension in sterile Milli-Q ultrapure water (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany).
DNA library preparation and PacBio SMRT sequencing
Barcoded DNA library preparation and single molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing were performed using the Genome et Transcriptome (GeT) GénoToul platform (Toulouse, France) according to the manufacturers' instructions. Quality control was performed at each step. DNA was purified using AMPure PB beads (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA), and the mass of dsDNA was verified using a Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Villebon sur Yvette, France). The purity of the DNA was determined based on absorbance ratio using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sizing measurements were performed using a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical Technologies, Evry, France). In brief, each sample was diluted to 10 μg/mL and sheared on a Megaruptor (Diagenode, Seraing, Belgium). Using 5 μM of various barcoded adapters, a SMRTbell Barcoded Adapter Prep Kit (Pac Bio) was used to repair and ligate 150 ng of DNA fragments. After end-repair and ligation using a SMRTbell DNA Damage Repair Kit, the samples were pooled. To remove unligated DNA fragments, the library was treated with an exonuclease cocktail consisting of 1.81 U/μL Exo III and 0.18 U/μL Exo VII (PacBio). Library selection in the 6-50 Kbp range was performed using BluePippin 0.75% agarose cassettes (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA). Primers were annealed to the sizeselected SMRTbell with the full-length libraries. The primer-template complex was then bound to the P5 enzyme using a 10:1 ratio of polymerase:SMRTbell for 4 h at 30°C. The magnetic bead loading step was conducted at 4°C for 1 h. The complexes were placed into the Pac-Bio RS II sequencer, which was configured to run continuously for 6 h at a sequencing concentration of 80 pM. The sequencing results were validated using the NG6 integrated next-generation sequencing storage and processing environment [68] .
Genome assembly and finishing strategy
We mapped the contigs obtained from the in silico reads to each reference genome. We identified and retrieved the sequences not covered by the contigs, which corresponded to the assembly gaps. Because these gaps are repeated regions, we clustered the sequences at 99% nucleotide identity and generated a consensus sequence. Thus, each consensus represents one type of repeated region. We used canu (v1.3) to correct, trim, and assemble the raw reads [69] . We mapped the corrected long reads to each consensus sequence that was previously identified; for each, we selected only reads overhanging at least 500 nt at both ends. The selected reads were de novo assembled using Geneious at 100% nucleotide identity. They were then used to scaffold the contigs generated by canu and to finish the assembly and reconstruct the genome organization.
To confirm our construction, PCR was used on repeats longer than the median trimmed/corrected read length (i.e., rrn operons and CTnPg1). The primers used are listed in following conditions: an initial denaturation step at 98°C for 3 min; 30 cycles of 98°C for 20 s, 63°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 7 min 30 s; and a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 min. The CTnPg1 validation was performed under the same conditions as the rrn PCR except that no DMSO was used and the annealing temperature was 67°C.
Genome annotation and biocuration
Genomes were annotated using Prokka (v1.12-beta) [71] , Genix online [72] , and RASTtk (v1.3.0) [73] . The annotations for the gene starts/ends, gene names, gene product descriptions, gene status (gene, pseudogene by stop in-frame or frame-shift), EC numbers, and functional descriptions were all manually biocurated [74] . For this purpose, we performed NCBI BLAST searches [75] against non-redundant databases as well as domain searches using the Conserved Domains search tool [76] . The results were then compared to the precomputed annotations from MicroScope [77] .
The presence of signal peptides was analyzed using the SignalP 4.1 server [78] and SOSUIsignal [79] . Protein subcellular localization predictions were made using PSORTb (v3.0) [80] and CELLO (v2.5) [81] . The outer membrane proteins predicted by these tools were then confirmed using BOMP [82] , and LipoP (v1.0) [83] and DOLOP [84] were used to predict the lipoproteins.
Insertion sequence transposases were renamed as per the ISfinder [85] nomenclature. Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPRs) were identified using CRISPRfinder [86] , CRISPRDetect [87] , CRISPI [88] webtools and the CRT plug-in [89] with Geneious. We predicted genomic islands using Island-Viewer (v4) [90] , which has precomputed predictions from SIGI-HMM [91] , IslandPath [92] , and IslandPick [93] . Island prediction was also performed using EGID [94] , which implements AlienHunter [95] , SIGI-HMM, IslandPath, INDeGenIUS [96] , and PAI-IDA [97] .
All genomic sequences and the reads used to produce them were deposited in GenBank and in the NCBI Bio-Project database with links to the BioProject accession number PRJNA393092.
Comparative genomics
Genome-level comparisons were made with progressive-Mauve [98] using the default settings. The same program was used to identify locally collinear blocks (LCBs) and single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
For each strain, we compared the available annotation in the NCBI database to our manually biocurated annotations feature-by-feature: rRNA; tRNA; tmRNA; ncRNA; regulatory; repeat region; and coding DNA sequence (CDS). The CDS were separated into pseudogenes and "true" coding regions. For the latter category, the CDS/pseudogenes present in both annotation versions were termed "common," and those that were present only in our new version were called "new." We noted all instances of changes from a CDS to a pseudogene and vice versa, fusion (more than one interval becoming one interval) and separation (one interval becoming more than one interval), and changes in the coding strand. Finally, we also analyzed the changes in start/stop codons.
We concluded our study with a pangenomic analysis of the P. gingivalis strains ATCC 33277, TDC60 and W83. The CDS and pseudogenes were classified into six groups: multiple-copy genes (nucleoid-associated proteins, tra genes, xer genes, and transposases in ISPg); those that appeared in only one copy in all of the strains and were highly conserved (> 97% nucleotide identity); those present in only one copy in all of the strains but with sequence divergence (< 97% nucleotide identity); those present in all three strains but present in more than one copy in at least one strain and/or having pseudogenes; those present only in two strains and either copied or with pseudogenes; and those present in only one strain.
Results
The Bacteroidetes phylum is represented by few genomes, mostly incomplete and with variable numbers of contigs Bacterial genomes represent approximately 85% of the available genomes in the NCBI genome database. Despite the fact that Proteobacteria represents a relatively minor constituent of human microbiota, it is the most sequenced bacterial phylum, even in comparison to the two most abundant phyla, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (Additional file 2: Figure S1a ). Furthermore, the accumulation of incomplete draft bacterial genomes is notable, comprising 85-95% of all entries depending on the phylum (Additional file 2: Figure S1b ).
Within the phylum Bacteroidetes, the classes Bacteroidia and Flavobacteriia constitute 90% of the listed genomes. Flavobacteriia is mostly associated with environmentally obtained samples, particularly with aquatic species such as water and fish pathogens, and rarely (18% of complete genomes) with humans. In contrast, Bacteroidia isolation sources are human in more than 75% of cases (Additional file 3: Figure S2a ). Although generally considered part of the normal microbiota, Bacteroidia are pathobionts that can become pathogens upon dysbiosis. Prior to the introduction of massively parallel sequencing, only four complete Bacteroidia genomes were published. Since 2007, this number has grown exponentially, mainly due to the large number of draft genomes that have accumulated to such an extent that today 10 times as many draft genomes as complete genomes are available (Additional file 3: Figure S2b ).
In addition to the preponderance of draft genomes, the Bacteroidia draft genomes are extremely fragmented; half of them contain more than 75 contigs. The number of contigs per draft ranges widely from 2 in Prevotella oryzae DSM17970 to 4357 in Bacteroides acidifaciens 1a3B. Observing the number of contigs per draft in bacterial genera with at least five draft genomes, we noted that 50% of all entries are Bacteroides and that Bacteroides, Parabacteroides, and Prevotella all have at least one draft genome featuring more than 500 contigs. Based on their interquartile ranges (IQRs), the genera with less variation were found to be Alistipes and Tannerella; coincidentally, these were the genera with the smallest number of draft genomes. At 93 contigs per draft, Bacteroides and Tannerella have the highest median number of draft genomes (Additional file 4: Figure  S3a ). Even when only species having at least two complete genomes (B. dorei, B. fragilis, B. ovatus, B. thetaiotaomicron, P. gingivalis, and T. forsythia) are considered, this variability is still quite large. B. fragilis represents almost 20% of all Bacteroidia drafts and is the most variable in terms of the number of contigs per draft. B. dorei and T. forsythia, although the species with the smallest number of drafts, are the least variable. Finally, P. gingivalis has an intermediate profile (Additional file 4: Figure S3b ).
Draft variability cannot be explained by sequencing and assembly methods
Several hypotheses could explain the observed variability in the features of the draft genomes. It could be linked to differences in the assembly strategies (algorithm types or specific assembly tools) and/or the massively parallel technologies used. To test these hypotheses, we collected all of the available information on sequencing and assembly methodology for all of the draft genomes of the six species studied here (Additional file 5: Table S2 ). Of the 166 drafts, 144 were sequenced using Illumina technology, and only six assemblers were used for de novo assembly. Five assemblers used the De Bruijn graphs (Allpaths, Velvet, ABySS, CLC Genomics Workbench), covering 40% of the drafts. The final MaSuRCA assembler, which is based upon the de Bruijn and Overlap-Layout-Consensus (OLC) approaches, was used for the remaining 60% of the drafts. However, the overrepresentation of MaSuRCA is due to a single sequencing project of different strains of B. fragilis at the Institute for Genome Sciences (University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA). Once again, the results (whether per assembler or per bacterial species) were very diverse. In B. fragilis projects using Illumina for which an assembler was specified (99 of 107 drafts), MaSuRCA generated 31 to 2566 contigs (n = 69), Allpaths produced 5-14 contigs (n = 10), SPAdes generated 73-343 (n = 8), ABySS produced 150-1290 (n = 6), CLC Genomics Workbench produced 5-156 (n = 5), and Velvet, which was only used once, generated 52 contigs. The 20 P. gingivalis draft genomes were sequenced using Illumina technology and then assembled 17 times with Velvet (generating 22-192 contigs) and once each with SPAdes (92 contigs), Celera (104 contigs), and SOAPdenovo (117 contigs) . For all other species, the number of drafts with known assemblers is too small (< 10) to draw conclusions. At this point, it therefore seems that technological differences in sequencing and assembly cannot explain the extensive differences in the number of contigs per draft.
The hypothesis that intra-species diversity might be responsible for this variability remains to be explored. Because this hypothesis involves comparative genomics, only complete genomes could be used to explore its validity.
Complete Porphyromonas gingivalis genomes are the most diverse and repeated genomes within Bacteroidia By calculating the average nucleotide identity (ANI), we separated two groups of species. The first group contained the Bacteroides genus, whereas the second group included P. gingivalis and T. forsythia (Fig. 1a) . ANI values offer a robust and sensitive way to measure the evolutionary relationship of bacterial strains [99] . With the exception of the P. gingivalis group (11 of 21 pairs), the ANI values of all the species are high and uniform ( Fig. 1b) . These values suggest that only minor genomic differences exist within species and refute the hypothesis that global intra-species diversity could explain the variability in the number of contigs per draft genome. However, because small variations such as repeated genomic regions cannot be detected by the ANI method and since repeats have been declared to be the main cause of assembly gaps, we decided to evaluate the possible role of repeats in the fragmentation of draft genomes.
We determined the number and locations of each repeat type. Because Illumina is the industry standard and its MiSeq platform generates 2 x 250 nt paired reads, we set the low threshold to 500 bp and looked for the repeats. The histogram in Additional file 6: Figure S4 shows the mean number of repeats in each species (2 to 10 copies at 95% identity). Notably, although B. fragilis displays the greatest variation in number of contigs per draft, it has an intermediate number of repeats, and these have low copy numbers and occur a maximum of only six times. P. gingivalis can once again be distinguished as having the lowest total number of repeats but the highest number of copies for each repeat type, with a total of approximately 40 different repeats copied more than 10 times (Additional file 6: Figure S4 ).
We used a Circos figure to visualize the genomic repeats with more than 3 copies in each complete genome. The plot illustrates the distribution of the repeated loci and their copy numbers in the form of a heat map, the color of which changes from blue to red as the count increases (Fig. 2) . The plots show that all six available strains of B. fragilis possess few types of repeats and that repeats are not frequent. In contrast, all of the other Bacteroides species genomes (B. dorei, B. ovatus, and B. thetaiotaomicron) have more repeats that occur more often and display greater variability within the strains. Finally, we observed that the seven P. gingivalis strains had the highest genomic complexity and diversity with respect to repeat frequency.
The intra-species diversity of P. gingivalis and its large number of highly frequent repeats make this species an interesting model for analysis of the impact of genomic repeats on bacterial genome assembly, especially in Bacteroidetes. The P. gingivalis strains appear as three branches on the DNA-DNA distance tree. Two of these branches correspond to the previously mentioned closely related strains: ATCC 33277 with 381, and W83 with A7436 ( Fig. 3 ). The ATCC 33277/381 branch contains the genomes with the most repeats, with some loci repeated more than 25 times, followed by the W83/A7634 branch. The remaining branch contains TDC60, AJW4, and A7A1-28, which display the lowest numbers and frequencies of repetition. With the exception of W83 (from Bonn, Germany) and TDC60 (from Tokyo, Japan), all of the cited strains were originally isolated in the USA. Despite this common origin, there is no apparent link between isolation populations and genomic repetition frequencies. To test whether the variation in genomic repeat counts affects assembly completion and since the real sequencing reads from the initial sequencing projects were not available, we produced in silico reads 98 
Simulated sequencing reveals a correlation between contig and repeat counts
To generate the artificial reads, we used ART software. This set of tools mimics the real sequencing process and permits simulation of the data that are produced by massively parallel methods; the simulated data display each technology's inherent empirical errors and profile qualities. For the seven complete P. gingivalis genomes, 11 assemblers were tested. The assembler spectrum was restricted to software that can treat Illumina reads but was otherwise chosen to be as wide as possible. Three of the assemblers are part of commercial software suites (Geneious, CLC Genomics Workbench, and CodonCode Aligner); the others are freely available for academic purposes. Since de Bruijn graphs are inescapable (they are used by A5-miseq, CLC Genomics Workbench, Geneious, Minia, MIRA, SOAPdenovo2, SPAdes, and Velvet), we made an effort to also include different assembly methods, including Overlap-Layout-Consensus (CodonCode Aligner), string graph (fermi), and greedy algorithm (PERGA).
We assessed each assembly's fragmentation and compared it to that of the others using QUAST's N50 parameter. For all P. gingivalis strains, Geneious produces the longest contigs and the fewest per assembly. SPAdes and A5miseq are just behind, with very similar performances. The other assemblers generate more fragmented assemblies, and some (Velvet and PERGA) do not Genomic distribution of repeats (at least 3 copies) in each genome studied. Circos representations of each strain's chromosome, with oriC positioned at the first nucleotide of the dnaA gene. For each repeat, its first occurrence in the genome is the starting point of each line that links it to all of the other positions. As the copy number increases, the line colours range from light blue to red. The total number of repeats can be visualized as the number of intersections of the circular chromosome. Strains of the same species are grouped together and arranged in ascending order of repeat counts even seem suitable for this bacterial group (Fig. 4a ). Closer examination of the results of the three assemblers producing the highest N50 (Fig. 4b, upper panel) shows that the number of contigs obtained is below the median (90.5) of the published draft genomes assembled with real reads (Additional file 4: Figure S3b ).
N50 can be misleading, however, because it provides no information on assembly accuracy; it can therefore give the impression that one tool is more algorithmically efficient than another even when its results do not agree with the biological sequence. Since the simulated reads were created from the complete NCBI reference genomes, mapping the resulting contigs against the genomes should be biologically consistent. The unmapped contigs would therefore be rejected as believed to be incorrect, resulting in the graph shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4b . The plot demonstrates that despite their high N50 values, Geneious contigs, especially the longer ones, are not consistent with the real sequence. The plot line will therefore fall short of the expected genome size, resulting in drafts that are not at all complete. In contrast, A5miseq and SPAdes yield similar plots since they accurately reproduce the biological sequences, despite the fact that their resulting contigs are shorter. Evaluating assembly completeness solely based on the N50 metric is a bad idea, and it is preferable to obtain a draft genome that is correct even if it is more fragmented. Consequently, A5miseq and SPAdes produce the best Fig. 3 Genomic repeats in Porphyromonas gingivalis (P. g.) strains. From left to right, strain relatedness, genomic repeat distribution, and number of copies. The dendogram shows intra-species relatedness calculated with OrthoANI and clustered with UPGMA. The circular chromosome of each strain is presented using Circos, with oriC positioned at the top. For each repeat (at least 3 copies), its first occurrence in the genome is the starting point of the lines that link it to all other positions. As the copy number increases, the lines go from light blue to red. On the right, the number of repeats by copy number. Since all repeats have at least 2 copies, the total number of repeats corresponds to the light blue bar results for the P. gingivalis genomes (modeled with MiSeq reads), and we confirmed this to be true for the other Bacteroidia species as well (Additional file 7: Figure S5a) .
A direct positive linear correlation can be observed in the number of P. gingivalis genomic repeats (at least three copied loci) and the number of biologically sound contigs produced by A5miseq or SPAdes from the in silico simulated reads (Fig. 4c ). This correlation is also observed for the other complete Bacteroidia genomes studied here (Additional file 7: Figure S5b ). In the case of P. gingivalis, it is true even when all genomic repeats, including duplications, are included (Additional file 7: Figure S5c ).
We can classify the functions of the elements that are annotated in the breaking points of the A5miseq and SPAdes P. gingivalis assemblies. These gaps coincide with the repeated regions in the genome, and two thirds of them correspond to copied insertion sequences (IS) or miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) with a maximum length of 1.1 Kb. In order of their occurrence, the other four categories are: intergenic unannotated regions; repeats found in coding regions (such as gingipains) that have several paralogs and internal repeated motifs; rrn ribosomal RNA operons (present in four copies in P. gingivalis); and, the least frequent, genomic islands (Fig. 4d ).
This study shows that to correctly assemble a genome from Illumina MiSeq reads of a few hundred nucleotides, it is helpful and even indispensable to have at least a good estimate of the quantity and frequency of genomic repeats. This knowledge permits the calculation of contig counts with little or no misassembly expected. It could also help in the choice of the best finishing strategy for the assembly. However, as seen here, this knowledge is often impossible to obtain in advance, since even among bacterial species the strains are very diverse.
Choosing Porphyromonas gingivalis strains for resequencing and reassembly
Taking into account our initial results and observations, we chose to resequence three P. gingivalis strains (ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83) using long-read technology from PacBio. We chose these strains because they are a b c d Fig. 4 A de novo genome assembly of Porphyromonas gingivalis artificial reads. a. Eleven programs were used for de novo assembly of the seven strains in study. The main cumulative lengths were calculated, and plotted here against the contig index. b. The three assemblers that produced the highest N50 were plotted in the same manner as in a. (upper panel), then the assembly was mapped to the reference and only the mapped contigs were plotted (lower panel). c. The number of contigs (A5-miseq and SPAdes) was plotted against the amount of repeats (with at least 3 copies). d. Identification of gaps: after assembly with A5-miseq or SPAdes, genomic regions not covered by contigs were extracted. The gaps were classified into five categories: genomic islands, ribosomal RNA (rrn) operons, coding sequences (CDS) with repeated domains, intergenic sequences, and insertion sequences or miniature inverted-repeat transposable element (IS/MITEs) commercially available, allowing other researchers to reproduce our results, and because of their geographic diversity (they appear in North America, Europe, and Asia). Moreover, they were the first P. gingivalis strains to be sequenced and are considered reference strains. In addition, ATCC 33277 and W83 are frequently used to study mutants, in functional analysis, in adherence/invasion tests involving different types of human cells, and for other purposes. For each strain, the mean coverage was approximately 30X (29.7 to 30.4), and the median corrected/trimmed read length obtained from canu was 6.3 Kb. The reads were assembled with canu, producing 18, 28, and 11 contigs for ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83, respectively, and the finishing strategy described in the Methods section enabled assembly completion. All of the resulting complete assemblies differ from the initially published sequences. To validate the results, we performed PCR to confirm the organization of the large genomic multicopy regions. These included the rrn operons (Additional file 8: Figure S6a ) and, for ATCC 33277, the duplication of the CTnPg1 genomic island and the orientation of the two copies (Additional file 8: Figure S6b Figure S3 ) [100] . The most surprising result was the reorganization of 2 rrn loci in W83 compared to the other two strains (Additional file 8: Figure S6a ). To determine whether this reorganization occurs only in this strain, 22 additional strains were subjected to PCR verification; we found that it is in fact restricted to W83 (Additional file 8: Figure S6d ). The general arrangement of rrn operons in P. gingivalis chromosomes therefore seems remarkably stable despite the varied positions of these operons relative to the origin of replication (oriC) due to the high genomic mosaicism of the species. Homologous recombination at the rrn extremities seems extremely rare and probably accidental since of approximately 30 strains only W83 is affected.
Differences from published genome sequences
With all three circular genomes confirmed, we proceeded to identify the ways in which these genomes differed from the previously published sequences for these strains. We used progressiveMauve, which identifies locally collinear blocks (LCBs) to compare the published genomes with our constructions. Insertions and deletions in the de novo assembly compared to the published sequence were noted (Additional file 9: Figure S7 ). The differences are reported in detail below.
In ATCC 33277, CTnPg1 is found to be completely duplicated, with both copies oriented in the same direction (Additional file 9: Figure S7 ). The other differences in this strain are three deletions and one insertion (Additional file 10: Figure S8a ). Since the ANI values showed a significant similarity of the ATCC 33277 and 381 strains and the 381 strain also has two complete CTnPg1 copies, we compared our ATCC 33277 genome reconstruction with the 381 genome [101] . We observed two collinear genomes with a length difference of only 1 kb and approximately 100 SNPs. The dissimilarities, which are minor, occur mainly in repeats and in the CRISPR1 region. As the complete 381 genome was assembled from 454 reads using Velvet and Newbler, there could be assembly errors. By mapping the Illumina HiSeq reads of the recent 381 sequencing [102] to our de novo ATCC 33277 construction, we positioned 99.5% of the reads without any gaps, suggesting that these American strains could be variants of the same strain.
TDC60 is the most changed, since, as discussed, 3 of the 4 rrn were incorrectly assembled during the initial construction. This means that in our new assembly, large sections of the genome are translocated (LCB2 and LCB5) and inverted (LCB3) (Additional file 9: Figure S7 ). The other differences are one insertion into a BrickBuilt 7 MITE [103] and four deletions (Additional file 10: Figure S8b ).
Finally, the new W83 strain has a central inversion (LCB2) (Additional file 9: Figure S7 ). The new sequence consists only of a 523-bp insertion, which corresponds to eight additional direct repeats and the same number of new spacers in the CRISPR2 region (Additional file 10: Figure S8c ). The genome length differences and numbers of SNPs in the three strains are shown in detail in Additional file 9: Figure S7 .
Annotation and manual biocuration of three selected P. gingivalis strains
We automatically de novo annotated the three Porphyromonas gingivalis strains using three pipelines, after which they were manually biocurated. This allowed us to standardize the structural (syntactic) annotation, which consists mostly of CDS start/stop codon positions, and the functional annotation, using a single ontology for gene names and functional descriptions. The number and nature of all 12 rRNA genes (in four operons), 53 tRNA genes, and 1 tmRNA gene are identical to those in the published genomes, although the positions of some relative to oriC vary due to the reassembly. Seven of the riboswitches (5 cobalamin and 2 thiamine pyrophosphate riboswitches) were already annotated in all of the strains, and we added 1 S-adenosyl methionine (SAM)-II long-loop riboswitch per strain. It is noteworthy that all of these riboswitches were described by Hovik et al. [104] . For the small non-coding RNA (ncRNA), only rnpB (bacterial RNAse P) is present in the previous annotation. We positioned and annotated additional ncRNAs: one each ctRNA (antisense RNA), Bacteroidales-1 RNA, and bacterial signal recognition particle (SRP RNA) for each strain. We also added various group II catalytic introns: 5 in ATCC 33277; 4 in TDC60; and 3 in W83. For all riboswitches and ncRNA, the synteny is conserved. Two group II catalytic introns are present in haeR and in punA. The variation in numbers in this group is explained by the paralogy in traE (a gene containing this ncRNA is present once in W83 and twice in ATCC 33277 and TDC60) and by an additional ncRNA in the ATCC 33277 traG gene that is absent from the other two strains.
For ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83, we added 213, 199, and 188 peptide signals and 23, 19, and 21 mobile elements (genomic islands, transposons, and conjugative transposons), respectively, to the original annotations. We further completed the annotation of intergenic sequences with repeated elements: BrickBuilt/MITEs (complete or partial), dispersed genomic repeats (> 500 bp with at least 95% identity), and CRISPR regions. We did not annotate any short repeats (3 to 31 bp) or sequence-tagged sites.
Finally, the longest and probably the most important biocuration work involved the CDS and pseudogenes, which we were able to dramatically improve. To facilitate traceability in publications and databases, we kept the initial locus_tags when the DNA sequence was unchanged or very similar (only having a new start and/or stop position). When the differences were larger (e.g., changes in the coding strand, ORF fusion, or a new CDS), we created new locus_tags marked PGN_n, PGTDC60_n, and PG_n for ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83, respectively. In the previous versions, the pseudogenes had coding sequences and gene annotations, with pseudogene status annotated in the gene qualifier "note." These could be classified into the categories "frameshifted," "incomplete," and "internal stop." Following the NCBI Prokaryotic Genome Annotation guidelines (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/genomesubmit_ annotation/), we annotated the pseudogenes with the gene feature only (no CDS) and added an asterisk to the gene name field so that pseudogenes could be easily distinguished from normal coding regions. The gene_desc qualifier field describes the function of the pseudogenized gene, and the reason for the pseudogenization ("fragment" or "frameshift") is listed in the note qualifier. Where they are relevant, gene fusions and coding strand changes are also mentioned in the "note" field.
For the three strains, our revised annotation contains fewer CDS and pseudogenes than are found in the original annotations (Table 3 ). These differences are essentially due to over-annotation of the original genomes and to genome-to-genome annotation propagation caused by the difficulty of distinguishing between small coding ORFs and Evil Little Fellows or ELFs [105, 106] ). These are regions that can accidentally produce ORFs that are not biologically verified. To avoid erroneous elimination of real small ORFs, we identified ORFs as ELFs only if one of the following conditions applied: if the ORFs were annotated in intergenic repeats such as MITEs, which by definition do not code [107] ; if the ORFs were not conserved in all 30 available P. gingivalis complete and draft genomes but the DNA sequences and synteny were conserved; and if the ORFs were small and possessed an AMIGA status that was "wrong" [108] . We systematically predicted the cellular localizations and/or the conserved functional domains of the small conserved ORFs. This sometimes enabled us to improve the annotation of the hypothetical functions of small CDS into "lipoprotein," "inner membrane," "periplasmic," "outer membrane," or "secreted." Finally, the use of manual biocuration permitted us to correctly identify some coding sequences as pseudogenes and vice versa, to fuse two initial CDS/pseudogenes into one, and to divide a CDS/pseudogene to create two or more. In rare cases (n = 5), our re-annotation produced a coding strand change for the ORF involved (Additional file 11: Table S4 ).
Comparison of the original annotations and our comprehensive syntactic re-annotations
To compare the original and curated annotations, we began by summarizing the common CDS and genes in the two versions as well as the number of curated start and stop positions and eliminated ELFs (Table 3) . Additionally, for ATCC 33277, we added 55 new coding sequences; these usually corresponded to the reestablishment of a complete CTnPg1 copy or the reconstruction of complete ISPg CDS copies. For the TDC60 strain, we added 2 new pseudogenes (ISPg) and 6 new CDS (coding for 2 ISPg, an NAP, a peptidase, a (14) 165 (53) rhodanase, and a PF07877 domain-containing protein). Finally, in the W83 strain, we de novo annotated 6 pseudogenes (5 ISpg and a PF07877 domain-containing protein) and 12 CDS (these encode 7 ISPg, 2 integrases, an NAP, a transcriptional regulator HxlR, and a virulencerelated RhuM protein).
To compare the functional annotations in the two versions, we grouped the common features into five categories: nucleic acids and protein metabolism (replication, transcription, translation, histones, proteases, etc.); metabolism and transport of ions and other macromolecules (transporters, porines, ion channels, ferritin, kinases, hydrolases, etc.); mobile elements (conjugation, competence, phages, etc.); proteins without assigned biological functions but with a predicted subcellular localization or possessing an identified functional domain (lipoproteins, inner/outer membrane, or proteins which contain GLPGLI or zinc finger domains, etc.); and proteins that are conserved in all available P. gingivalis genomes but to which we could not assign a function (DUFs, FIGs, and some COGs, all marked as hypothetical).
Our biocuration and re-annotation work on the coding sequences and pseudogenes shared by the two versions resulted mainly in the de-anonymization of hypothetical CDS/proteins of unknown function (Fig. 5) . These constituted approximately 22% of the original annotation and now represent only approximately 9%. The newly described functions were placed into four other categories as follows: 6% were added to macromolecule/ion transport and metabolism, an additional 3% were placed in nucleic acids/ protein metabolism, mobile elements increased by 2%, and 2% were added to the list of CDS with a predicted conserved domain and/or subcellular localization. Finally, we noted that for the new pseudogenes and coding sequences as well as all of the other changes (features, fusions, separations, etc.), the new annotations are particularly enriched in mobile elements (Additional file 11: Table S4 ).
Pangenome analysis
All gene annotations (both true CDS and pseudogenes) from the three strains were classified into the five previously cited categories (Fig. 6 ). As shown in Additional file 12: Figure S9 , with the exception of genes related to mobile elements, the absolute number of genes in each category is uniform. These transposases, integrases, phages, and conjugation genes are overrepresented in ATCC 33277, and underrepresented in TDC60. Even after manual biocuration, 16.8% of all genes remain poorly characterized; 7.7% have only subcellular localization predictions or functional domains, and 9.1% of the proteins conserved in P. gingivalis still have unknown functions.
The P. gingivalis ATCC 33277, TDC60 and W83 pangenome can be divided into four categories
The first class is genes that are present in at least 2 copies in all of the studied strains; these represent 10.1% of the total number of genes in ATCC 33277 and 7.5% of the total genes in the other two strains. Some, such as DNA helicase, transcriptional regulators of the helix-turn-helix (HTH) 17 family, and nucleoid-associated proteins (NAP), are involved in nucleic acid metabolism. The others are associated with horizontal gene transfer and include integrases, tetracycline-resistance elements, tra genes of conjugative transposons, and transposases encoded by several types of insertion sequences (Additional file 13: Figure  S10a ). Transposases represent more than a third of the multicopy genes and are highly pseudogenized, particularly a b Fig. 5 Functional comparison of the common coding sequences in two Porphyromonas gingivalis annotations. Comparison of a. an annotation available at the NCBI, and b. this study's manually biocurated annotation. For both, the common CDS were classified into five categories. Both pie charts reflect mean values in W83 (Additional file 13: Figure S10b ). Their distribution in the strains is variable; ISPg8 (previously known as ISPg1) occurs the most frequently, followed by IS195 (formerly ISPg3). It is notable that W83 is the only strain rich in ISPg4. In ATCC 33277, we annotated a pseudogenized ISPg5 despite this gene's being described as absent by Califano et al. [109] (Additional file 13: Figure S10c ). The next category is the "dispensable/accessory genome," which consists of genes that are present in only two of the three strains (70 genes in ATCC 33277, 82 in TDC60, and 49 in W83). Genes with unknown function are more abundant, with 40% (38.6 to 44.9%) poorly characterized genes in the accessory genome vs. 17% in the core (Fig. 5) . Many of these genes are in chromosomal regions that have been annotated as genomic islands.
The third gene class ("strain-specific or unique genes") consists of genes that are present in only one of the three strains. This class includes 3.3% of the genes in ATCC 33277, 2.9% of the genes in TDC60, and 4.7% of the genes in W83. Within this class, genes related to mobile elements per se are rare (< 5%), and genes of unknown function represent approximately 45% in ATCC 33277 and approximately 35% in TDC60 and W83. The singularity of these "unique" genes is relative since BLAST analysis of Porphyromonas genomes yields homologs in at least one other genome. This is often the case for ATCC 33277 genes in the 381 or HG66 strains and for W83 genes in the A7A1-28, A7536, and AJW4 strains. Some of the unique genes present in the three strains have hits in Tannerella forsythia genomes. Many of the unique genes are clustered in the genome.
The final gene class can be referred to as the "core" genome because it contains the genes that are present in all three strains. This class includes more than 80% of all genes (82.8% in ATCC 33277, 85.0% in TDC60, and 84.7% in W83) and can be further subdivided into a constant core, a variable core, a paralogy core, and a pseudogenized core (Additional file 14: Figure S11a ). Due to paralogy, the total number of genes in the core genome varies, but it starts at 1522 genes.
The first subgroup of genes in the core genome is the "core genome sensus stricto" or the "constant core Fig. 6 Pangenome overview of ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83 strains, focusing on accessory and unique genomes. The central triangle represents the core genome, which has at least 1522 genes (see text for details). Each corner is a Porphyromonas gingivalis (P. g.) strain, with a pie chart showing the unique genome's distribution of functions, with total and absolute counts shown. On each triangle side, stacked histograms show the accessory genome of the strains in the adjacent vertices. Total and absolute counts are shown, and the differences between strain numbers are due to paralogy genome," which contains genes with only one ortholog in each strain and more than 97% nucleotide identity. The constant core represents the majority of the core genes (n = 1424, 93% of the core); we classified these genes into the functional categories described above (Additional file 14: Figure S11b ). There are only four genes related to horizontal gene transfer, and all four (pir, yhaI, vrgG, and p12) correspond to phage-related proteins. Since no phage infecting P. gingivalis has been described [110] , it would be interesting to study the significance of this finding. We also observed four pseudogenes that are present in the three strains: COG4335, a hypothetical protein with a conserved domain associated with DNA alkylation activity [111] ; pspB, which encodes alpha-ribazole-5'-phosphate phosphatase, an enzyme involved in coenzyme B12 biosynthesis; pyrD, coding for dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, which is involved in the de novo biosynthesis of pyrimidine; and finally tetR, which encodes a transcriptional regulator.
The second subgroup is the "variable core", consisting of genes that also only have one ortholog but display less than 97% nucleotide identity (ranging from 96.9 to 66.3%). This subgroup represents only 3% of the core or 47 variable genes (Additional file 14: Figure S11c) .
The third subgroup is the "core with paralogy"; it contains genes with only one ortholog in a strain but with duplications in at least one of the strains. This subgroup represents only 2.5% of the core genes (n = 36). The genes in this subgroup are related to DNA transcription, modification and repair (alkD, betI, btr, and ytxK), and transport (irtA, ndvA, and ydfJ). There are also four genes of known function (ctpA protease, epsJ glycosyltranferase, era GTPase, and the rhuM virulence protein) and four hypothetical proteins (Additional file 14: Figure S11d) .
The fourth and final subgroup is the "core with pseudogenization", which includes genes with only one ortholog in each strain but also at least one pseudogene in another strain. This group contains 36 genes, represents 2.5% of the core genes, and includes genes with unknown function as well as genes involved in adaptation and/or pathogenicity, for example, genes involved in transport, nucleic acid metabolism and cellular appendages (Additional file 15: Table S5 ).
Discussion
Bacteroidetes dominate human intestinal bacterial communities [112] , but these taxa are also associated with other animals and found in soil and aquatic environments. This suggests that they play an important role in biogeochemical processes [8] . In silico modeling allows us switch from describing microbial communities to actually predicting genotype-phenotype relationships and microbe-microbe and microbe-host interactions, but it requires genomic reference sequences that are both accurate and exhaustive [113, 114] . The existing databases contain thousands of bacterial genomes, but their quality is poor since nearly 90% of all available bacterial genomes are merely drafts [40, 115] . Furthermore, the biodiversity of the databases is biased because the data were primarily obtained from pathogenic or biotechnologically/economically interesting bacteria [116] [117] [118] . As an example, Bacteroidetes, despite their abundance among human microbiota, represent a minority of the species in genome databases, with some overrepresented species such as Bacteroides fragilis. Moreover, even when a reference genome is available for a bacterial species, this is not sufficient to permit evaluation of the true biological diversity of its strains [119] . Of even more concern, the number of drafts is actually underestimated since some genomes marked "complete" or "finished" are fragmented and have not been fully annotated. For example, we observed (Additional file 16: Table S1 ) that two of nine Porphyromonas gingivalis genomes described as complete were artificially circularized: HG66 [120] has an assembly gap of unknown length (represented by 100 N), and JCVI SC001 [121] contains 282 assembly gaps, abnormalities also noticed by Chen et al. [122] .
Draft genomes are made up of a set of contigs of varying size and unknown order, orientation, and quality. They may contain sequencing and assembly errors as well as absent, fragmented, and/or frameshifted genes and other artifacts [44, 117, 123, 124] , and these irregularities can also occur in closed genomes, as demonstrated by this study. Worse, without a complete genome it is difficult to identify possible contaminant sequences; in some draft genomes, even human genome sequences can be observed [125] [126] [127] . Nevertheless, most current sequencing project teams settle for drafts, limiting our knowledge of the genomic structural organizations crucial for understanding bacterial evolution and adaptability [128] . Comparative genomics of two incomplete genomes can yield a description of most of the protein-coding genes, but only complete genomic information will allow us to explore the frequency and localization of repeated sequences, paralogy, synteny, and genomic rearrangements. Incomplete data also hamper the interpretation of ecological models and evolutionary reconstructions [116, 129] .
Draft quality assessment is difficult, especially in the absence of a reference genome [130] . It is usually evaluated using the N50 parameter [117, 131] , with a higher value indicating better quality [132] . However, our study shows that N50 is inadequate for judging an assembly's biological value because it favors long contigs even when they are misassembled. Dozens of assembly software packages exist, and comparative studies have shown that their effectiveness depends on factors such as genome size, coverage, sequencing technology, and the presence of atypical DNA (transposons, plasmids, and phages) [124, [133] [134] [135] [136] . Our analysis shows that this biological variability also influences assembly.
Using an in silico sequencing strategy to evaluate de novo assemblies obtained using different software packages, we compared the number of genomic repetitions (rrn operons, insertion sequences, adhesins, proteases, etc.) and the number of obtained contigs. Despite the fact that repetitions are often cited as being responsible for assembly breaks [102, 123, 137, 138] , as far as we know our study is the first to demonstrate a strong correlation between the number of repeats and the number of contigs. These repeats "break" the assembly and are quite often present as individual contigs or at the ends of contigs in draft genomes. However, repeated elements are important for genome plasticity (rearrangements, duplications, inversions), and even considering that their genome coverage is estimated at 6.9% for prokaryotes [139] , their apparent percentages vary widely even within the same species (4.8 to 6.7% for P. gingivalis, 1.5 to 2.4% for B. fragilis), and they are impossible to evaluate ab initio. Genomic repeats are frequently transposases in insertion sequences [140, 141] , and they represent twothirds of the breakpoints in P. gingivalis assemblies. Sequencing technologies that generate reads shorter than the repeat length are not suitable for resolving these assembly problems [123, 142, 143] .
All of the molecular studies of the P. gingivalis genome published in the last 10 years have shown that the genomes of P. gingivalis strains are highly variable [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . Our average nucleotide identity (ANI) calculations show, however, that as described by other authors [144, 149] , P. gingivalis is a single species with a genomic heterogeneity indicating a non-clonal population. Furthermore, this variability is common to opportunistic pathogens that are responsible for chronic colonization and infection [150, 151] . P. gingivalis is therefore an interesting model for exploring the relationship between strain genomic diversity and potential differences in pathogenicity and virulence. The potential of DNA recombination in this diversity is facilitated by the natural competence of P. gingivalis [148] . This suggests that the species represents a panmictic population [146] with high genomic mosaicity, as confirmed in our study. The nutritional use of exogenous DNA as a carbon and energy source certainly facilitates recombination [148] .
In this study, we chose to resequence three P. gingivalis reference strains from international collections. We demonstrated that even modest long-read coverage (~30X) combined with biocurated assembly and some PCR contiguity validation could correct these highly plastic genome assemblies. This result is supported by previous studies of other bacterial species [38, 43, 152, 153] .
Our work confirms the genomic diversity and plasticity of P. gingivalis but also shows that the species includes clonal subpopulations of closely related strains. This is especially the case for ATCC 33277 and 381 and to a lesser extent for the W83 and A7436 strains. We confirmed the relatedness of ATCC 33277 and 381 mainly through the reconstruction and reorientation of two full copies of the CTnPg1 conjugative transposon in the ATCC 33277 genome. These two strains are either cited as identical strains [102, 122, 154] or as variants (ATCC 33277 being a natural streptomycin-resistant mutant [155, 156] ). Our study shows the importance of submitting the sequencing reads to databases such as the NCBI SRA sequence read archive so that they can be reused for further analysis. This allows the scientific community to complete the study of genomes, adding value to the work of the initial researchers. Unfortunately, however, many reads are not publicly available, since it is not mandatory to upload them (even if it is highly recommended).
As previously stated, the main reason for sequencing several strains from a single species is comparison of their genomes with the goal of explaining phenotypic differences and understanding the evolutionary history and adaptation of the species. To do this, we compared the three resequenced P. gingivalis strains after performing a thorough manually biocurated annotation. Similar to Guo et al. [157] , our biocuration strategy involves homogenizing transcription initiation sites, rigorously identifying frameshifts, internal stop codons, and intergenic low complexity repeats, and eliminating false CDS predictions; finally, if coding sequences only have hypothetical functions, we assign functions or predict the subcellular localizations of their gene products. Although manual biocuration is time-consuming and labor-intensive, it is essential for proper comparison [115, 158] and to avoid the false positives and negatives propagated by automatic annotation pipelines [159] [160] [161] . After this step, the mean genetic density was 85.6%, closer to the mean value of approximately 85% that has been described for prokaryotic genomes [162] than to the value of 87.5% obtained through automatic annotation. CDS boundaries were analyzed via comparative ortholog analysis, and we made corrections in the corresponding genes for the three strains. Biocuration resulted in changes in start codon use, with AUG (Met) used in 97.4% of cases for the three strains (an increase from 85%). UUG (Leu) is the next alternative codon at 2.5% (initially 9.5%), and GUG (Val) is used in 1.1% of cases (vs. the original 5.5%).
Our consistent annotation yields an accurate description of the pangenome. However, the multiple-copy genes deserve a study of their own to analyze their content and to determine how frequency differences are related to phenotypes. We identified 1522 constant core genes, equivalent to 82.5-85.0% of all protein-coding genes. This is close to the 83% (1488) estimation of Dashper et al. [102] , the 1490 described as common by Naito et al. [100] , and the 1476 core genes identified by Brunner et al. [163] but very different from the 55% (n = 1037) estimated by Chen et al. [122] . Why are these values so different? There are at least four possible reasons for this. First, the number of strains studied varies widely (23, 2, 8, and 19 in the studies of Dashper, Naito, Brunner, and Chen, respectively). This could explain the smaller differences (0.7% to 3.8%) between our study and the first three cited studies, but not the difference of greater than 30% between our results and those of Chen et al. Next, the differences may result from the nature of the studied genomes. Unlike our study, which was based only on complete and verified genomes, the Chen and Dashper groups based their results mostly on draft genomes. As previously mentioned, incompleteness can falsely indicate that some coding regions are absent and can artificially enrich unique strain-specific coding sequences. This may have been the case in the Chen analysis and would explain the small number of core genes that were detected. Another possible explanation for the differences is the way in which we calculated the core genes. Chen compares all of the automatically annotated CDS, without any evident biocuration, whereas Dashper used a more biocurated annotation. Finally, in the description of the core genome, we included variable genes as well as pseudogenized or duplicated genes that are functional orthologs. These have all evolved differently, and due to low nucleotide identity in reciprocal best hits BLAST analysis were previously wrongly described as unique or strain-specific genes. For example, this is the case for the major fimbrillin gene fimA, which displays 66.3% nucleotide identity and 60.1% protein identity in the three strains.
Comparison of the essential genes described by Klein et al. (n = 463) [164] and Hutcherson et al. (n = 281) [165] to those in our classification shows that the vast majority of essential genes are present in the constant core genome (96% and 98.5%, respectively). Six of the genes described as essential by Klein but not by Hutcherson were eliminated by our biocuration due to the presence of MITEs or because the observations showed a conserved nucleic acid sequence but not an ORF. The genes eliminated were short and close to the 5'-or 3'-UTRs of coding genes (10 to 250 nt). This polar effect could be caused by the transposon mutagenesis used in both of the abovementioned studies, with a change in one gene perturbing the transcription of adjacent genes [166] . Two essential genes (PGN_0919 and PGN_1215) described by Klein but not by Hutcherson are specific to the ATCC 33277 strain in our study, but their presence can be observed in P. gingivalis strains 381 and HG66 and in other bacterial genera in various phyla, including Parabacteroides and Prevotella in Bacteroidetes, Bacillus in Firmicutes, and Rhizobium and Vibrio in Proteobacteria. This might indicate an exogenous origin, which would be consistent with their locations in or near genomic islands. This observation confirms the importance of the biological characterization of proteins with unknown functions and shows that such effort is vital for functional genomic interpretation and identification of proteins of interest [167] . The presence of homologs of strain-specific genes in other strains or species challenges the existence of ORFans, unique or orphan open reading frames [168] . Our re-assembly and reannotation work produced two noteworthy and highly correlated improvements: fewer genes of unknown function and fewer ORFans in all three strains. The number of unique genes in ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83 was initially 461, 415 and 382, respectively [100, 169] . This represents 17-22% of all protein-coding genes and was reduced to approximately 3% in our study, a value that is closer to the estimate of 6-7% unique genes obtained using experimental microarrays [145, 154] . Of the 382 unique genes described for TDC60, more than twothirds were described as hypothetical [169] . Naito et al. noted that more than 60% of the unique coding sequences had similar sequences in other strains that did not fulfill their study's criteria (cut-off of > 60% alignment length and > 90% identity) [100] ; these could be allelic isoforms of the same gene [170] . Since unique genes might be involved in adaptive responses to environmental changes, it is important to obtain accurate annotations. Our analysis of the three strains shows that many loci initially described as unique correspond to regions of synteny that display nucleotide sequence homology but coding loss in one or many strains. In some of these regions, biocurated annotation identifies pseudogenes or non-coding repeated interspersed elements such as MITEs. In others, it is more likely that the coding loss involves a conserved region that expresses a promoter, a terminator, or even a common ncRNA but not a CDS. We only included the regions that conserved their coding capacities in all 29 P. gingivalis strains studied (Additional file 16: Table S1 , Additional file 5: Table S2 , Additional file 17: Table S3 ) and that did not have new overlapping annotations.
It is interesting to note that the genes in the variant core that have been reported in the literature are mostly associated with virulence factors coding fimbriae/pili [171] , hemagglutinins, surface proteins and transporters [149, 163] , and cas genes, completing and reconfirming the observations of Igboin et al. [145] . However, although we have predicted their subcellular localizations, the products of some of these genes are still of unknown function. Perhaps, as in the case of many membrane proteins, these loci encode proteins that have new functions, are involved in P. gingivalis environmental interactions or confer differential pathogenicity or virulence [170, 172] , since virulence differences are probably due to differing external envelope components and adhesion capacities [173] .
In ATCC 33277, our reannotation positioned 23 mobile elements (MEs) in 14 regions (2 of these were separated by less than 2 kb); this is in accordance with the 13 atypical regions initially described [100] . In contrast, in W83 we only annotated 12 MEs in 11 regions, 10 fewer than in the initial annotation [174] . In TDC60, we again annotated 12 MEs in 11 regions, thus actually enriching the previous annotation, which only included 4 [169] .
As a final remark, reference-guided genome assembly should be avoided for a bacterial phylum such as Bacteroidetes (and especially its Porphyromonas genus) that has high genomic plasticity and frequent repeats. The method is unreliable and is a source of errors due to the numerous genomic rearrangements. Long-read de novo assembly is clearly the strategy of choice for obtaining complete and accurate finished genomes. Even though the sequencing and assembly of complete genomes is expensive, time-consuming, and requires manual biocuration, it should be the goal for high-quality sequencing projects [175, 176] . In a bacterial species, having several consistently sequenced, assembled, annotated, and biocurated genomes is essential for comparative genomic studies, permitting the analysis of genomic plasticity and evolutionary mechanisms [177] .
Conclusions
Current sequencing capacity is yielding more and more bacterial genomes at a continuously lower price, yet the vast majority of these projects release draft genomes. In agreement with previous observations, in this study we showed that assembly breaks are caused by genomic repeats that are equal to or longer in length than the sequencing reads. Nevertheless, these repeats encompass a vast variety of elements that are essential to genome organization, stability, and function. They are therefore inherent parts of genomes, yet most are not shown in draft genomes. When possible and according to the biological question to be answered, a complete finished genome should be the preferred aim of sequencing projects, and long-read sequencing makes this feasible. We have demonstrated that this technology allows the verification of bacterial genomes that have been sequenced, assembled and circularized using massively parallel sequencing technologies. This method will also detect misassembly errors that are often associated with erroneous combinations of ribosomal operons or very long genomic islands. Finally, we have validated the importance of biocurating automatic annotations and have shown that a strategy based on comparative genomics is very powerful for improving both structural and functional annotations.
its reference. The dotted line represents the reference genome size. b. For all 24 genomes, the contig counts from A5-miseq and SPAdes were plotted against the repeat counts (with at least 3 copies). c. As b, but showing all seven P. gingivalis strains. (PDF 133 kb) Additional file 8: Figure S6 . PCR validation of 3 P. gingivalis strain constructions. a. Agarose gel electrophoresis (0.8% in 1X TBE buffer, stained with 1X GelRed) of PCR products for rrn operons. Primers used and verified strains are indicated by lane, and the primer names were simplified ("rrn" is not mentioned). DNA molecular-weight size markers were used in the first and last lanes. The first band is 9 Kb, and the second is 4 Kb. b. Schematic representation (not to scale) of both copies ("a" and "b") of CTnPg1 from P. gingivalis ATCC 33277. The de novo assembly identified two complete copies with the same orientation. The published ATCC 33277 strain had two copies, but the second was partial and inverted when compared to the first. Size and orientation are presented for clarity, and the dotted line indicates the absent CTnPg1-b region in the published genome. Primers names were simplified ("ctnpg1_" is not mentioned). The ctnpg1_5in is red, the ctnpg1_3in is green, and all other primers are black. c. Agarose gel electrophoresis done as in a. for the primer combination indicated over each lane. In the order shown, the expected sizes are 7.5, 3.5, 3.0, 3.5, 5.0, 6.5, and 10 Kb. d. Agarose gel electrophoresis as above for rrn operons in 22 P. gingivalis strains. For PCR conditions, primer sequences, and strain origins, see Methods. (PDF 194 kb) Additional file 9: Figure S7 . Whole-genome alignments of the three resequenced P. gingivalis strains. Published and de novo assembled genome architectures are compared. Locally collinear blocks (LCBs) were detected using the progressiveMauve algorithm. Shown are translocations and inversions, insertions (green arrows), and deletions (thin red arrows), along with size differences and SNP counts. For ATCC 33277, the blue blocks represent CTnPg1 copies; in TDC60, they are the rrn operons. For W83, the de novo sequence "a" was assembled from the published genome's "b" and "c" sequences (see text for details). (PDF 27 kb) Additional file 10: Figure S8 . Insertions and deletions in the de novo P. gingivalis assemblies as compared to the published genomes. In all cases, alignment zooms are presented for the corresponding insertions or deletions detailed in Fig. S8 and in the text. The upper genome is the de novo assembly and the bottom is the published one. a. The ATCC 33277 strain has four indels. b. TDC has four indels, with an additional 22-bp deletion in an intergenic region (not depicted). c. W83 has a single insertion. (PDF 65 kb) Additional file 11: Table S4 . Classification of additional CDS/ pseudogenes. After a manual biocurated annotation, the changes were separated into five functional categories. The absolute counts of the new CDS/pseudogenes, CDS changed to pseudogenes or vice versa, feature fusions or splitting of single features into two, and coding strand changes are presented here, strain by strain. The results are emphasised via a heatmap that goes from lilac to burgundy. For re-annotation of the CDS/pseudogenes that are shared between the two versions, see Results and Fig. 4 . (PDF 84 kb) Additional file 12: Figure S9 . The three P. gingivalis strains binned by their CDS/pseudogene functions. The coding sequences and pseudogenes were classified into five categories as shown, and the histogram is based on their absolute counts. (PDF 58 kb) Additional file 13: Figure S10 . CDS/pseudogenes of all strains that have at least two copies in all three P. gingivalis genomes. a. Horizontal histogram of absolute gene counts binned by category. Three of these categories are related to nucleic acids (DNA helicases, regulators mainly containing the HTH 17 domain, and histones), while the remaining ones are related to mobile elements (integrases, transposases, tetracyclineresistance genes, and the tra conjugative transposons). b. Histogram of all transposases coded by genome and divided into CDS and pseudogenes. c. Heatmap table of transposase families separated into coding sequences and pseudogenes. Absolute numbers are presented, as the copy numbers grow, the cell color move from light blue to dark red. (PDF 83 kb) Additional file 14: Figure S11 . Overview of the core genomes of P. gingivalis strains ATCC 33277, TDC60, and W83. a. Pie chart of genes present in all three strains grouped by categories: constant (more than 97% nucleotide identity, none has paralogs); variable (less than 97% nucleotide identity, none have paralogs); with paralogs (at least one strain has paralogs); and with pseudogenisation (at least one strain has a pseudogene, another a functional CDS, and none have paralogs). b. Constant core genes classified into five categories. c. Genes in variable core genome. The 47 genes are presented grouped by function. d. Core genes with paralogs. Gene names and products are listed, and the number of paralogs detailed by strain. To facilitate reading, cells were shaded when at least two paralogs exist. *, pseudogenes; †, a hypothetical gene clustered with genes from the BF0131 conjugative transposon. (PDF 26 kb) Additional file 15: Table S5 . Core genes with pseudogenisation. Gene names and products are listed for all 36 genes that are present in this subset of core genes. An asterisk indicates the strains in which they are pseudogenised, and genes with pseudogenes in more than one strain are bold. (PDF 35 kb) Additional file 16: Table S3 . CDS/pseudogene differences by strain. Comparison of the publically available annotations accessed via NCBI versus this study's annotation showed that coding sequences changed to pseudogenes, pseudogenes changed to CDS, features fused, single features split into two, and coding strands changed. See the Results for information on shared CDS and pseudogenes, eliminated CDS/genes, and all other features (tRNA, rRNA, ncRNA, tmRNA, riboswitches, mobile elements, signal peptides, and repeat regions). (PDF 66 kb) 
